
Question 1

Do virtually all rivers make natural banks which confine their ordinary flow except at points of

confluence with tributaries?

Two types of levees:

1. Natural – formed by repeated floods

2. Man-made – made to prevent floods

Man-made are much higher than natural levees, because 

their purpose is to prevent flooding.

Natural levees: height and width proportional to size of 

river, or tidal channel (but adjacent marsh elevation also 

an influence). Tidal channel levees can be subtle when 

tide low, but obvious when tide high. 

Yes.



New Orleans, the Crescent City
built on a natural levee, but 20-ft high man-made levees protect the city



Question 2

Do distributary channels ordinarily occur as a result of the combination of high

volume and high velocity flows sufficient to overtop and then breach the natural

bank?

Two processes form distributaries:

1. Channel splitting around river mouth bars

2. Avulsion (less common, often reoccupying 

historically abandoned distributaries)

Figure 4. Serial maps of Mossy 
delta, Saskatchewan, Canada 
[Oosterlaan and Meyers, 1995]. 
Solid black lines indicate the 
position of the delta from previous 
time step. Future bifurcations are 
formed by two processes: channel 
splitting around river mouth bars 
(A) and channel avulsions (B).

Edmonds, DA and RL Slingerland. 2007. Mechanics of river mouth bar formation: 
Implications for the morphodynamics of delta distributary networks. Journal 
of Geophysical Research 112:F02034, doi:10.1029/2006JF000574.

No, and Yes.



Question 3

If distributary channel(s) are good for salmon habitat, why not restore the channel connecting the main 

stem of the Skagit River to Padilla Bay and achieve substantial flood damage reduction benefits in 

addition to increasing juvenile salmon habitat access? 

2,000 ft wide

1,027 acres 

Intake and Outlet Structures (fish screens?)

No channel excavation

Only activated for > 25-yr floods

NO FISH HABITAT



Question 4

If a cross island connector were created as a restoration project what would happen to salmon

habitat if half of the river volume flowed to the new channel and dewatered the North and South

Forks proportionally for the next thirty years?

1. Flow in distributaries is generally proportional to width of distributary, so a cross-island connector 

would be smaller and carry less flow than the North or South Forks, i.e., much less than half.

2. Flow would be diminished in both the North and South Forks (by redirection to the new cross-

island connector), sediment would be deposited as bars in the North and South Fork distributaries, 

causing distributary narrowing, increasing marsh area (by creating new marsh on the bars), and 

increasing blind tidal channel length (current examples of this process can be seen in Tom Moore 

Slough, where flow is switching to another bifurcation).

3. Flow and sediment would be delivered to the bay fringe marshes at the mouth of the cross-island 

connector.  This would stabilize and eventually reinvigorate marshes (and associated blind tidal 

channels) at the mouth of the distributary.

Hood WG. 2010. Tidal channel meander formation by depositional rather than erosional processes:  examples from 

the rapidly prograding Skagit River Delta (Washington, USA). Earth Surf. Process. Landforms 35:319-330



Question 5

With delta progradation why isn’t there more habitat (and fish) now? …why from 1975 to 2020 did I observe a 

growing…natural habitat in the North Fork…while adult returns of salmon descended into Threatened status?

B. Collins 2001 (University of Washington)      W. G. Hood, unpublished (SRSC)

Historical delta habitat loss has been extensive (also upriver).

Habitat gain from progradation is a comparative pittance.

NF
y = -0.0476x + 96

R² = 0.82

SF
y = -0.11x + 212

R² = 0.83

BF
y = -0.099x + 196

R² = 0.84
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Most observed habitat gain in NF was from 1937 to 1972, 

when progradation rates were highest.

From 1972 (BF) and 1991 (SF) habitat loss (erosion) has 

occurred, so total natural habitat gain has been slight, not 

enough to meet recovery goals, based on 2005 conditions.

Hood WG, EE Grossman, C Veldhuisen 2016 Assessing tidal marsh vulnerability to sea-level rise in the Skagit River Delta. Northwest Science 90:79-93



Question 6

Opening the Causeway or the jetty or both would increase the effectiveness of Fornsby, Smokehouse II, 

Telegraph Slough, Dunlap log yard  in my opinion.

Yes, this is correct. 

Opening the Causeway, jetty, or both would increase juvenile salmon accessibility to the Swinomish 

Channel, and to these planned or potential habitat restoration sites. For this exact reason, we are in 

discussion with the US Army Corps of Engineers to model how opening a breach in the Causeway, jetty, 

or both would affect sediment delivery to the Swinomish Channel and dredging for navigation.  The 

new North Fork avulsion is diverting flow and sediment away from the Causeway and jetty, so we are 

optimistic that modeling will show that breaching is feasible, and that the USACE will support 

reconnection of the Swinomish Channel to the North Fork distributary channel.



Question 7

Is Spartina eradication a factor in reversing bay front progradation which now alarms the restoration 

community? 

No.  

The bulk of the Spartina infestation in Skagit Bay was in the southern portion of the bay, near Camano 

Island.  There were small, isolated patches of Spartina scattered in other parts of the delta marshes, but 

they were generally small and isolated.  In the bay fringe, in particular, most Spartina patches that I 

observed were small, isolated, and generally rare except in the borrow ditches near the dikes. 

The cause of bay fringe erosion is a combination of sediment starvation (from cutting off historical 

distributaries, like Browns-Hall and Dry Sloughs) and storm wave attack.  This problem will become 

worse with sea level rise, because deeper water results in bigger waves.  As the marsh erodes, less wave 

energy will be dissipated by the marsh and thus the Fir Island dikes will receive a greater proportion of 

the wave energy.  So, the erosion of the bay fringe marshes is not just a concern of the restoration 

community, it also will become an issue for the Fir Island community.



Question 8

What’s the long-term response/trajectory of subsided restoration sites to sediment dynamics and SLR? 

(based on observations/concern about Fir Island Farms restoration project?) …is the rate of sediment 

accretion enough [at FIF] to keep up with sea level rise and overcome the subsidence at the site to form 

and sustain marsh habitat?

Response/trajectory depends on sediment supply and trapping efficiency.

Wiley Slough restoration site is next to/near Freshwater Slough 

distributary; long-ponded, unvegetated areas are slowly filling with 

sediment and becoming vegetated.

FIF restoration site is distant from distributaries (sed. supply), vegetation 

development is less than predicted, so sediment trapping is low.  Too early 

to make inferences from SET data on sediment accretion.

Currently investigating reasons why vegetation establishment is poor at 

FIF.  Hypothesis: insufficient channel excavation → high sheet flow sheer 

stress → seed/seedling erosion. Results may lead to adaptive management 

to improve vegetation development and sediment trapping.





…from Cosmopolis where the failed USACE mitigation dredging filled in, would be expected if the 

North Fork levee were to be set back based on 40 years of aggradation on the shore opposite a 

scouring channel of the bench inside the right bank dike immediately upstream from Blake's Resort.

Question 9

Tidal channels need a tidal “watershed” to be sustained, i.e., a tidally-driven volume of water to 

scour sediment from the channel.  The Cosmopolis/USACE mitigation channel project did not 

create a new marsh watershed; it just excavated a channel in an existing marsh.  So, the over-

excavated channel adjusted to the minimal watershed that it has, and it is likely to eventually fill in 

completely, or nearly so.

If dikes are set back, then new marsh and new tidal “watershed” areas are created that can sustain 

new blind tidal channels—this has been observed in many dike set back sites.  The principal 

constraint on channel sustainability is sufficiency of tidal prism (tidal flushing volume) or 

supporting marsh area.  An area of high sediment supply will need larger tidal “watersheds” to 

provide sufficient flushing energy to keep sediment out of the channel.  You see this when 

comparing the NF marshes (with high southerly fetch, which traps river sediments) to the SF 

marshes with low fetch and lower sediment trapping.  Greater tidal range also increases flushing 

energy, leading to smaller watersheds being able to sustain a tidal channel.


